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An Unexpected Outcome 

Surrey v Lancashire, The Oval, August 23, 24, 25 1880, Wisden 
1881 p140 

The ba'ng fortunes of the Surrey eleven in 1880 were not 
always cheering, most notably against No'nghamshire at The 
Oval when Shaw and Morley dismissed them for 16, their 
lowest total ever unAl 1983.   
 

There had also been chastening experiences against Yorkshire 
(176 and 99) and Middlesex (80 and 69).  So, as Wisden noted 
slightly ruefully, the fact that Surrey were at the wickets all day 
on 23 August must have been welcome, a sight that Surrey 
supporters would have wished to see repeated.   
 

What spectators might have been less keen to witness on a 
regular basis, however, is a day on which 214 four-ball overs 
were delivered and only 226 runs scored.  But Wisden makes no 
menPon of the scoring, while singling out for praise the baQng 
of Jupp (four and a half hours for 90) and Walter Read.  Nor is 
there any reference to the quality of the bowling which might 
have explained why it was such a dour struggle; indeed, Nash’s 
performance of taking 8-79 in 65 overs is not commented on at 
all. 
 

The following day Lancashire performed rather less well, BarraZ 
with 8-53 being largely responsible for their dismissal for 113.  
As with Nash’s performance in the Surrey innings, Wisden does 
not menPon this feat at all, nor the fact that in the follow-on he 
took a further five wickets to finish with 13-161 in the match, 
which Lillywhite’s Companion describes as his best bowling for 
two years.   
 

It is tempPng to speculate that as cricket’s foot-soldiers, 
professional bowlers BarraZ and Nash had merely done what 
was expected of them and therefore their performances did not 
merit comment.   
 

The follow-on saw the fortunes of the two sides reversed.  By 
the end of the second day Lancashire had reached 197-3, 
Hornby having scored 126 with ‘vigorous hiQng’.  This was 
followed next morning by more rapid scoring that took the 
score to 314.   
 

SeQng Surrey 202 to win, Lancashire had put themselves in a 
winning posiPon not only by a solid fight-back in the second 
innings but also by their fast scoring, which gave them Pme to 
force a win.  This they duly accomplished thanks to an all-round 
effort, Nash adding three wickets to his first innings 
performance as Lancashire completed victory by 60 runs. 
 
 
__________________________________________________ 

Liverpool’s first fixture 

Lancashire v Cambridge University, Liverpool, June 13, 14, 1881. 

Lancashire were declared ‘Champion of the CounAes in 1881!’ 
by the 1882 Wisden, the side having ‘a series of brilliant 
successes almost unparalleled in the history of County 
Cricket’ (a comparable record was perhaps that of 
Gloucestershire in 1877).   
 

With an unbeaten record in county cricket, Lancashire 
undoubtedly deserved the unofficial Ptle of Champions, the 
more so since their one defeat of the year, against Cambridge 
University at Liverpool, was the result in part of having to face 
the bowling of one of their own players, Allan Steel, who in 
Lancashire’s first innings took 6-22 in 23.1 overs to dismiss his 
colleagues for 71.   
 

Playing the first half of the season for Cambridge (he was their 
highest wicket-taker), Steel did not join Lancashire unPl towards 
the end of July, and played only five matches for them, yet in 
that Pme he took 41 wickets at an average of just over ten and 
scored 353 runs to top the baQng averages.  One of the leading 
all-rounders of his day, he had been playing for Lancashire since 
1877, when he was only 19, and had played in the first Test 
match in England the previous year. 
 

Equally prominent for Cambridge was George Studd, one of the 
famous Middlesex brotherhood, who baZed just over three 
hours and carried his bat in the first innings.  His 106 not out 
was more than the enPre Lancashire side managed in their first 
innings and more than half his own side’s total; the next highest 
score was 19.  
 

He topped the Cambridge averages for the season with 583 
runs in eight matches at 44.50, but curiously had much more 
limited success for Middlesex, with a highest score of only 32.  
His century at Liverpool was one of only three he made in his 
career, but the circumstances of this innings suggests that at his 
best he must have been a giged player.  Like his more famous 
brother Charles, he later became a missionary to China. 
 

This match was the opening fixture of the new Aigburth ground 
in Liverpool.  Although CricketArchive has two matches 
preceding this one on its database, one in 1848 and another in 
1860; possibly they were not on the same ground; Haygarth 
also states in Scores and Biographies that this was the first 
match on the new ground, which had apparently been created 
by the local club at considerable expense.  But although Wisden 
described the new ground as ‘splendid’, it was not considered 
saPsfactory for the match against Yorkshire later in the season, 
which was therefore moved to Old Trafford.   
 

Thankfully it recovered from this setback and remains a part of 
the fixture list to this day, unlike so many county outgrounds.   

___________________________________________________

1880 and 1881 
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The carelessness of scorers 

Yorkshire v I Zingari, Scarborough, September 4, 5, 6 1882, 
Wisden 1883 p169 

The second match of the 1882 Scarborough FesAval followed 
much the same paRern as the first, Yorkshire ba'ng first 
against a weak bowling aRack and winning by an innings.  
The best ba'ng of the match came from Ephraim Lockwood 
who, coming in at number six, carried his bat for 104 and 
although the last few batsmen in the Yorkshire side fell 
cheaply, he ensured that 79 runs were added for the last four 
wickets.  Wisden records that the crowd was so pleased with 
his efforts that a collecAon of £11 was made for him. 
 

The I Zingari bowling seems to have impressed far less, 
however, and Wisden states, in block capitals, that ‘by far the 
most extraordinary thing in the whole match was that  
 

            NO ANALYSIS OF THE I ZINGARI BOWLING WAS KEPT!’ 
 

It is not simply that the published scores did not include the 
bowling analysis: it seem that the scorers did not record the 
bowling, so it was never going to be possible to publish it. The 
CricketArchive scorecard for the match has quesPon-marks for 
the bowling analyses.   
 

In Volume Nineteen of Scores and Biographies, Haygarth - 
unusually for him - does not comment on the absence of the 
bowling analysis, but simply records a quote from the 
contemporary press, severely criPcising the scorers and 
poinPng out that without the data from a proper bowling 
analysis it would be impossible to compile accurate averages 
for the season. 
 

This does not seem to have been an isolated transgression.  
According to Arrowsmith and Hill’s History of I Zingari, in the 
corresponding fixture in 1879 the IZ scorebook again does not 
give the bowling analysis, although Haygarth was able inlcude 
the analysis in Scores and Biographies, so the score was clearly 
kept somewhere.    
 

For all Wisden's indignaPon, the omission at Scarborough was 
all too common, even at first-class level.  A match in 1878 
between Kent and Surrey at Maidstone illustrates this.   Kent 
won the match by ten wickets, but Wisden is obliged to 
record: 'ParPculars of the few overs bowled in Kent's second 
innings ... could not be obtained.'   Haygarth verifies this: 'No 
analysis of bowling ... published in any paper, guide, almanack, 
companion, &c.'  Much the same happened in he fourth 
innings between Surrey and Sussex at The Oval a week later: 
possibly the scorers could not be bothered in what seemed 
likely to be a short innings. 
 

The frequent absence of any recorded bowling analysis may in 
part reflect a long-held view that the most important part of 
the scorecard was the baQng analysis.  It was only in 1837 
that the MCC scorebook started crediPng the bowler for 
dismissals off his bowling (other than 'bowled'), and Wisden 

itself had started out in the 1860s prinPng only the basic 
scorecards of matches.   
 

Not unPl the 1870 ediPon were bowling analyses were added, 
along with match descripPons.   It was a perennial complaint 
in Baily's at around this Pme that the public schools, when 
sending in their annual averages, frequently did not send in 
bowling averages.  
Whether this was 
because they were 
not kept or because 
they were not 
thought important 
enough for 
publicaPon maZers 
liZle: the key thing 
is that many public 
schools did not give 
bowling the same 
importance as 
baQng: typically, a 
professional would 
be hired to bowl at 
the schoolboys.  
This aQtude was 
ulPmately reflected 
in a chronic 
weakness in amateur bowling, something that was frequently 
commented on at the Pme, parPcularly in the context of 
Gentlemen v Players. 
 

The inadequacies of early scorecards are strange in view of the 
commonly-held view that they originated as a means by which 
rich aristocraPc patrons of the game could study 'form'.  If the 
scorecard only showed details of baQng performances - some 
but by no means all by these same aristocrats - it was of liZle 
value in allowing a patron to determine the capabiliPes of 
bowlers.    
 

One wonders if the early scorecards were at least as much a 
means by which aristocrats could establish bragging rights 
over one another. But it was not just in the bowling figures 
that the scorers at Maidstone in 1878, 'employed and paid' as 
Haygarth notes, showed their 'great negligence'.    
 

Scores and Biographies records a series of discrepancies in the 
published scores for the match, including Boardman and 
BarraZ's innings being transposed in both the first and second 
innings.  Whether this was the fault of the scorers or the 
printers who subsequently published the score is another 
maZer.   
 

Also uncertain was the score when Frank Penn was dismissed, 
and how his score of 160 was compiled.  The whole score led 
Haygarth to exclaim that 'scorers generally throughout the 
United Kingdom should be under greater supervision.' 
 

In a surprising number of cases the scorers appear to have 
been unable to perform even that most basic of tasks, that of 

1882 
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recording the total.  Thus in one match between I Zingari and 
Woolwich Royal Military Academy in 1882, Haygarth notes 
that while the I Zingari total in his version was 164, in another 
it was 163 and in a third 168, prompPng him to observe, 'It is 
remarkable how frequently mistakes occur in the scores of the 
far-famed I Zingari club', suggesPng that the omission at 
Scarborough in 1882 was simply the worst of many lapses.   
 

In the match at Gravesend in May 1882 between Kent and a 
team of 21 'colts',  Haygarth records ten discrepancies in the 
basic score for the second innings of the colts, and thunders, 
'How such extraordinary differences should occur in a score is 
marvellous and shows the great carelessness of those 
employed to preserve the record of the game.'   
 

Further on, reporPng the match between Bradfield College 
and MCC, Haygarth notes that 'in another account', the MCC 
innings was 67, not 79, and the Bradfield second innings 34, 
not 36: 'These discrepancies in matches innumerable in these 
pages cause great confusion and totally prevent accuracy'.  It is 
perhaps revealing that in another match, one between the 
Gentlemen of Warwickshire and eighteen colts of the county, 
Haygarth notes, 'in another account Raynbird scored 3, Lander 
0, &c.'  The '&c' suggests that even he could not be bothered 
to list all the alternaPves in detail. 
 

There were many areas in which scorers were tempted to cut 
corners or omit details: the recording of extras, for example, 
with no differenPaPon between no-balls, wides, byes and leg-
byes; the order in which sides baZed in drawn matches or 
matches won by an innings; or the iniPals of professionals, so 
that where more than one professional had the same surname 
it was somePmes impossible to determine who was playing 
 

The expectaPons of cricket staPsPcians and historians 
concerning scorecards have evolved over the years, and details 
that would now be considered essenPal were not included in 
the early years of Wisden.   The score at the fall of wickets did 
not appear for County Championship matches unPl the 1953 
ediPon, although such details had been included for Test 
matches much earlier.   
 

Similarly, it was only in the 1961 ediPon that Wisden started to 
use symbols to show the captain and wicket-keeper; this 
innovaPon, according to the editor, was 'in response to many 
requests'.  Changes in second-innings baQng order were first 
shown in the 1981 ediPon.   
 

Since then Wisden's scorecards have changed liZle, although 
expectaPons have altered.  A full scorecard would now be 
expected to show the number of balls faced by a batsman and 
the number of boundaries scored, but these do not appear in 
Wisden, even for Test matches, possibly because the page size 
does not allow for any addiPonal detail without reducing the 
already-small font.   
 

An excepPon is made, however, for the (relaPvely few) T20 
scorecards that appear in the Almanack - where, incidentally, 
the bowling figures no longer include maiden overs but 

instead count the number of ‘dot-balls'. (The modern 
importance of the 'dot' recalls John ArloZ's prophePc 
observaPon during commentary on the inaugural World Cup 
final in 1975, when it appeared to be 'difficult to bowl a 
maiden ball', never mind a maiden over.)  Space is made for 
this level of detail by giving numbers instead of names for the 
bowlers and fielders, meaning that a T20 scorecard in Wisden 
has a very different feel from a first-class one.  The scorers at 
Scarborough in 1882 might barely recognise it - but then again 
they might also struggle to recognise the game itself. 
__________________________________________________ 
                                              Foster's Oval 

Surrey v Derbyshire, The Oval, August 30, 31, September 1 
1883, Wisden 1884 p169  

Surrey County Cricket Club is not everyone's favourite, 
although I have to confess a certain affecAon for the side 
having briefly lived in Croydon. But it is undeniable that in 
the 1880s Surrey was instrumental in the development of 
county cricket, playing a long programme of matches against 
some of the minor sides as well as crowd-pullers like 
No'nghamshire. One such fixture was against Derbyshire, 
first played in 1883. 

The first match between the two sides at The Oval was played 
towards the end of that season, and Surrey took the iniPaPve 
in the early stages, hiQng up 339 before five o’clock on the 
first day.  Although several batsmen played well, for Wisden 
the feature of the innings was the performance of the 
Derbyshire wicket-keeper, T Foster, who took six catches.  
Wisden notes that he stood ‘several yards back’ to the faster 
bowlers, a fact that would elicit no comment today but in 
those days, when many wicket-keepers stood up to the stumps 
for all bowlers, clearly worthy of note.  

In what Wisden describes as ‘rather bad light’, Surrey reduced 
Derbyshire to 62-5 before the close.  One of the not out 
batsmen that evening was T Foster, and the following day he 
proceeded to bat in ‘dashing but rather lucky’ style to make 
81, more than half his side’s total.  It was not enough to 
prevent his side from following on, however, and Foster was 
run out for 13 in the second innings and hence unable to 
repeat his first-innings heroics.  However, the rest of his side 
baZed well enough to take Derbyshire past the Surrey total 
and set them a tricky target of 122.  Despite losing two wickets 
on the second evening and having to bat on a drying pitch on 
the third day, Surrey won by six wickets, Derbyshire clearly not 
being able to exploit the condiPons. 

Foster’s performance was a worthy one, all the more so 
because he was not the regular Derbyshire wicket-keeper, 
which may explain why he stood back to the pace bowlers.  
That role was filled by J Disney.  But Foster seems to have been 
a worthy subsPtute, and his seven dismissals in the season 
compare favourably with Disney’s nine from many more 
games. 
__________________________________________________

1882 and 1883
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A Double Blow 

Surrey v Sussex, The Oval, September 8, 9, 10 1884. Wisden 
1885  p144 

The last big match of the season at The Oval in 1884 had an 
unexpected finish.  For most of the match, which was badly 
affected by rain, Surrey had the upper hand, and in the 
fourth innings needed only 30 to win; they would not have 
needed to bat at all but for the efforts of Sussex captain 
Herbert Whiceld, who carried his bat for 41 on what Cricket 
describes as a ‘treacherous’ pitch, and the young all-rounder 
William Blackman, who scored 20.   
 

At 22-1 Surrey were making steady progress towards their 
goal.  Before the next eight runs were scored, however, five 
wickets fell, three of them to Blackman and two to Jesse Hide, 
and Surrey were at one stage 27-6.   
 

Robert Thoms, who was umpiring, commented that the 
players seemed to be slogging, possibly in a panic-stricken 
aZempt to get the runs quickly, and that this contributed to 
their downfall.  In the end Surrey sPll won, by four wickets, but 
it was not the comfortable stroll it had seemed like being. 
 

Two of the most promising members of the Sussex side that 
took the field for this match were to die within three weeks of 
each other early the following season.   
 

The principal architect of Surrey’s collapse, William Blackman, 
had enjoyed his best season for Sussex in 1884.  He had seen 
his baQng average rise from 3.4 the previous season to 28.37 
in 1884, second only to Newham, while in bowling he had 
taken 40 wickets at 17.25, third in the list.   
 

Contemporary sources – both Lillywhite publicaPons and 
Scores and Biographies – agree that he was a hard-hiQng 
batsman and a fine fielder.  He is also reported to have been a 
good fast bowler, but according to Haygarth (Scores and 
Biographies vol xv, p30), there were some doubts about his 
acPon and the Australians objected to his bowling during a 
match at Hove in May 1882.   
 

A posthumous portrait of Blackman in the January 1886 issue 
of Cricket stated that his acPon ‘at the Pme was open to 
suspicion’, although the umpires at Hove over-ruled Australian 
captain Murdoch’s objecPons.   
 

Nonetheless, the doubts over his fairness seem to have had a 
detrimental effect on his value as a bowler over the next 
couple of years.  For the 1884 season, however, he had 
remodelled his acPon, and unlike some who have had to 
undertake such remedial acPon, this had a posiPve impact on 
his effecPveness, to judge by his results in 1884.  
 

Blackman’s inspired spell of bowling at The Oval in 1884 was 
to be his last in first-class cricket.  Over the winter he 
developed tuberculosis, that scourge of Victorian youth, and 
travelled to Australia in the hope of regaining his health.  

S a d l y, h o w e v e r, t h i s p ro v e d 
unavailing and on 2 June 1885, while 
sPll in Australia, he passed away, 
aged only 22.   
 

According to the profile in Cricket, his 
final demise was sudden and came as 
a shock to all his friends; as late as 1 
June 1885 he had apparently been 
showing signs of improvement and 
had been discussing plans to move to 
Tasmania, where he had hoped to 
seZle.   
 

On the other hand the report of his death in Cricket in July 
1885 states that the members of the English touring side in 
Australia in 1884-85 had visited him in Melbourne just before 
their return to England and had ‘noPced a great change, and it 
was said then that his chance of recovering was almost, if not 
quite, hopeless.’  It would seem that his apparent 
improvement on 1 June was a false dawn. 
 

He was a schoolmaster at Ardingly College in Sussex, where he 
had been a pupil unPl 1880.  He did not go to university, and 
ager complePng his Pme as a pupil at Ardingly accepted the 
offer of a post at the school, where he remained for the rest of 
his short life.  He played for the college both as a pupil (he was 
captain in 1880) and as a master, and was a contemporary of 
W.A. BeZesworth.   
 

Haygarth records that the pupils and staff of the school 
subscribed for a marble cross over his grave in Melbourne.  
The report of the Sussex CommiZee at the AGM in October 
1885 states simply: ‘Mr Blackman's fine bowling, dashing 
baQng, and brilliant fielding, will be long remembered by all. 
 

A week ager the death of Blackman, but before news had 
reached England, his club was in Cambridge for the last match 
at Fenner’s before the Varsity match.  Ager a blank first day, 
Cambridge University were dismissed on the second day (June 
10) for 80, with John Juniper’s ‘slow blowing having proved 
remarkably effecPve’, according to Wisden.  His figures were a 
career-best 7-24.  Sussex fared even worse, however, and were 
all out in less than two hours for 75.   
 

By the end of the day Cambridge were baQng again, reaching 
51 for two at the close.  Juniper had bowled 27 overs during 
the Cambridge second innings when he was relieved by Jesse 
Hide early on the third morning, and shortly agerwards he leg 
the field, too unwell to conPnue.  This was the last match he 
played for Sussex; just over a week later, on 20 June 1885, he 
died at his home in Southwick. 
 

Juniper was also born in Southwick, then a rural Sussex village 
but now part of the urban conglomerate that stretches along 
the Sussex coast from Brighton to Worthing.  According to the 
1881 census, which describes his occupaPon as ‘labourer’, he 
shared a house in Southwick with his widowed mother, his  
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widowed sister and her infant son, along with a lodger.    
 

Hence his income as a professional cricketer must have been 
important to the household finances.  In The Players, a study of 

the lot of the professional cricketer, 
Ric Sissons records that in the late 
nineteenth century an agricultural 
labourer might expect to earn at 
most £40 a year, below the poverty 
line, whereas a skilled workman 
could earn upwards of £100.   
 

A professional cricketer playing for a 
county first eleven could expect to 
earn more than a skilled workman, 
although it is unlikely that Juniper 
would have been able to earn as 

much playing for Sussex as he might have with one of the richer 
clubs such as Surrey or Yorkshire.  
However, the life of a professional cricketer was a somewhat 
precarious one, and Sissons notes that ‘if a regular first eleven 
player lost ... his place in the side, his earnings would drop 
dramaPcally.’ 
 

Juniper is described as a ‘good leg-handed fast bowler’ by 
Arthur Haygarth in Scores and Biographies (volume xv, 
pp212-213), adding for good measure the fact that he bowled 
from a yard behind the wicket.   
However, as noted above Wisden refers to him as a slow bowler.  
Lillywhite’s Annual does not shed any further light, simply 
describing him as a leg-handed bowler, but the Companion 
describes him as a medium-fast bowler.  Just to complicate 
maZers, Baily’s Magazine of Sports and PasWmes, reporPng the 
deaths, states that Sussex had lost its two fast bowlers.   
 

Whatever his precise style of bowling may have been, it is fair to 
say that at the age of 24, Juniper was one of the most effecPve 
bowlers for his naPve county.  In 1884 he had taken 48 wickets 
for Sussex at an average of just over 18, which drew the 
comment from Wisden that he was ‘rather more expensive’.   
 

This slightly ambiguous remark may be a comparison with 
William Blackman, who had taken 40 wickets at 17.9, but it is 
probably a reference to Juniper’s performances in 1883, when 
he had made ‘a disPnct advance’ on his form in the previous 
year in taking his 48 wickets for 15.43.   
 

Whatever may have been meant, in the early matches of 1885 
Juniper was at his best, taking 22 wickets at an average of 13.30.  
The report at the AGM states that he was ‘gradually bowling 
himself into the front rank’.  It is odd to see his name at the top 
of the Sussex bowling averages for the year; none of the other 
bowlers managed an average below 20.   

Wisden records that it was in the match against Cambridge that 
Juniper contracted his illness, and it was believed that he had 
caught a chill while playing; Haygarth makes much the same 
comment, adding that his chill developed into typhoid fever, 

while Robert Thoms compared his death to that of Fred Grace 
five years earlier.  However, this seems to be based on an 
inadequate understanding of the causes of typhoid, which is 
caught from infected food or water, not a chill, and can be a 
long drawn-out affair.   
 

Typically, symptoms such as fever (which could therefore be 
mistaken for a ‘chill’) develop a week or two ager infecPon, and 
steadily worsen over a period of weeks.  If untreated (with 
anPbioPcs), life-threatening complicaPons can then result.  In 
the 1880s, of course, anPbioPcs were unknown. 

Comments from Robert Thoms in Cricket indicate that Juniper 
had been feeling unwell for some Pme before the Cambridge 
match.  Thoms relates that ‘Jumper’, as he was known, caught 
cold during Sussex’s match with Yorkshire at Bradford in the 
middle of May.  
It seems that this was when his symptoms first began to exhibit 
themselves – according to A.J. Gaston, wriPng in the Sussex 
Evening Times, it was in this match that he first complained of 
feeling unwell – with infecPon therefore having taken place in 
early May, possibly even during Sussex’s first match of the 
season, against MCC at Lord’s.   
 

Thoms goes on to relate that during the following match, 
against Hampshire over the Whitsun Bank Holiday (as it then 
was), in which Thoms was standing as umpire, Juniper had 
confided to him while bowling at Thoms’s end that he was 
feeling very ill.  This did not prevent him bowling well: he took 
4-22 in Hampshire’s first innings. 

A week later, against Kent at Gravesend, Juniper informed 
Thoms that he was sPll feeling far from well and was having 
very bad nights.  According to the NaPonal Health Service 
website, complicaPons in typhoid fever usually begin in the 
third week ager infecPon, which sounds about right for the 
steady worsening of Juniper’s symptoms.   
 

Even so, he managed to bat as well as bowl successfully, taking 
5-28 in Kent’s first innings and scoring 31 (his highest first-class 
score - in his penulPmate first-class innings) in a last-wicket 
stand of 68 which ended when he was run out going for a third 
run.  
Thoms speculates that he was run out owing to the weakness 
caused by his illness, which certainly sounds plausible, given 
that one of the symptoms of typhoid is exhausPon.  This may 
also help to explain why Wisden describes his bowling in the 
match against Cambridge University as ‘slow’.  
(cont’d -) 

(The 1885 Wisden also contains this full page 
dedicaWon to John Wisden, who had died in April 
1884) 
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It says much for his ‘indomitable pluck’ that he conPnued to 
play even when suffering from a fatal illness, and for his 
professionalism that he was able to produce his personal best in 
both baQng and bowling while labouring under such a 
handicap.  But he was clearly not one to allow personal 
difficulPes to get in the way of his profession: he had made a 
career as a cricketer despite having the sight of only one eye (so 
it is perhaps not surprising that he was not a success as a 
batsman). 
 

Haygarth records that Juniper was under medical aZenPon 
during the last two matches of his career (he had referred 
himself to a doctor ager the Hampshire match).  He told Gaston 
shortly before travelling to Gravesend to play Kent that he 
would be fine if he could only shake off his ‘cold’.   But without 
going into too much detail, some of the symptoms of typhoid 
are highly disPncPve. It is sobering to reflect that his doctor 
must have known, and therefore Juniper himself may also have 
known, that he was suffering from typhoid but that he 
conPnued to play despite this knowledge, possibly because of 
the importance of his income to his mother.  It is hard to 
imagine many modern sportsmen – with the possible excepPon 
of cyclists – conPnuing to perform under such condiPons. 

At the end of the season a benefit match for Mrs Juniper was 
played between the Gentlemen and Players of Sussex.  This 
match was arranged by the Sussex CommiZee in late August 
1885 in response to a proposal from a group of Sussex 
professionals, offering their services free if such a match could 
be arranged.   
 

The CommiZee invited Herbert Whiueld to organise and captain 
the Gentlemen’s eleven, and a sub-commiZee took on 
responsibility for the professional side.  In January 1886, the 
Sussex Secretary reported to the CommiZee that the benefit 
fund for Mrs Juniper had amounted to a liZle over £134: a 
reasonable sum for those days, roughly equivalent perhaps to a 
professional cricketer’s annual income.  Mrs Juniper had 
requested access to the fund, suggesPng – unsurprisingly – that 
she was in some need.   
 

The CommiZee resolved, in line with an earlier decision, that 
four pounds, sixteen shillings and three pence be forwarded to 
Mrs Juniper and that the remaining £130 be invested in an 
‘Immediate Annuity on her life’.  Such paternalism was not 
unusual in the nineteenth century, and the proceeds of a 
player’s benefit were ogen invested on his behalf rather than 
handed over to him for his own use.  It is reassuring to note that 
the 1901 census records Mrs Rhoda Juniper, aged 77, as sPll 
living in Southwick ‘on own means’, a slightly curious phrase 
which may refer in part to the annuity from the club, although 
the interest from that would not in itself have been enough for 
her to live on.  At least she seems to have escaped the 
workhouse. 

Sussex County Cricket Club was sPll reeling from the death of 
Juniper when the news came through from Australia in July that 
Blackman had also died.  Given such a double blow, it is hardly 

surprising that Sussex had a poor season, parPcularly as the 
captain, Herbert Whiueld, was only able to play in one county 
match in 1885.  (His replacement, Murray Lucas, was himself to 
die of cholera two years later in November 1887.)  But the 
Sussex CommiZee reported to the AGM in October 1885 that 
the success of the side ‘under the trying circumstances is most 
graPfying’, a generous tribute to the side. 

It is tempPng to see the inequiPes of Victorian society in these 
two tragic tales: the professional who seems to have felt he had 
to conPnue playing despite his illness, and the amateur who 
was able to travel to Australia to seek a cure.  But this would 
perhaps be too simplisPc.   
 

Whatever Juniper may have feared, his club did much to help 
his family ager his death.  And it was not only amateurs who 
went to the southern hemisphere in search of relief from 
tuberculosis.  Surrey CCC paid for George Lohmann to travel to 
South Africa in 1892 when his symptoms became too strong for 
him to conPnue playing.  Diseases such as typhoid, cholera and 
tuberculosis were no respecters of the Gentlemen v Players 
divide. But it does underline that in many ways Victorian 
England, then the most advanced and civilised country in the 
world, was below the standards of what we would now consider 
a Third World country in terms of standard of living.  Not all 
changes in the last hundred years have been for the worse. 

I am grateful to Roger Packham and Roger Heavens for their kindness 
in making available to me some of the source material used in this 
arWcle. 
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A Side Issue 

Sussex v Lancashire, Hove, June 22, 23, 24, 1885. Wisden  
1886 p310 

Sussex's match at Hove against Lancashire in 1885 was 
overshadowed by the death of Sussex professional John 
Juniper the previous weekend.  On the first day, the day of 
Juniper’s funeral, play was suspended for an hour and a 
half in honour of Juniper; the Sussex players all wore black 
Aes and the county flag was flown at half-mast.  The 
following day, the Sussex CommiRee approved the 
establishment of a subscripAon list for the benefit of 
Juniper’s mother, ‘whose support he was’ and a collecAon 
was held at the ground, raising more than £11.  

But the match was notable for another reason.  It saw the 
end of the Lancashire career in first-class cricket of one of its 
most controversial figures, John Crossland.  In the previous 
season he had taken 71 wickets at 12.57, while in his best 
season, 1882, he had taken 112 wickets at just over ten 
apiece.  However, doubts had frequently been expressed 
about the fairness of his acPon.   
 

In 1882 when Lancashire played Surrey at The Oval, the 
Surrey crowd was loud and inPmidaPng in its disapproval of 
Crossland's bowling, and although the crowd's anger was 
heightened by his success - he had a spell of five wickets for 
one run and figures of 11-79 in the match - the shouts and 
hisses had started as soon as he began bowling.  Ager Surrey 
had been bowled out for 48 in their first innings, according 
to Wisden, members of the crowd surrounded Crossland 
biZerly criPcising his bowling, although to be fair some 
voiced their approval. 

When Sussex baZed late on the first day in June 1885, 
Wisden records that ‘The spectators expressed loud 
disapproval of Crossland’s bowling.’  The Hove faithful were 
in elevated company.  Earlier in the season Lord Harris had 
wriZen to the Lancashire commiZee staPng that he would 
request the Kent commiZee to decline to honour the return 
fixture between the two counPes in light of the selecPon of 
Crossland and Nash for the match against Kent at Old 
Trafford at the end of May.   
 

A stand-off ensued; Lancashire refused to omit Crossland 
from the side, poinPng out that he had never been 'called' in 
a first-class match, and the return match at Tonbridge was 
therefore scratched.  In the end MCC intervened, ruling (in 
response to an appeal from NoQnghamshire) that Crossland 
(who was NoQnghamshire-born: CricketArchive states that 
he was born in SuZon-in-Ashfield) did not possess a 
residenPal qualificaPon for Lancashire.   
 

Despite the Lancashire stance towards Lord Harris, no 
aZempt seems to have been to recPfy the situaPon 
concerning Crossland’s residence so that he could play for 
the county again, suggesPng that the residenPal issue was a 

ruse to resolve the situaPon without the Lancashire 
commiZee losing face.   
 
For Crossland's quesPonable qualificaPon was hardly news: 
three years ago a correspondent to Cricket (20 July 1882) 
calling himself 'County Cricket' drew aZenPon to the fact 
that Crossland, a professional engaged at Old Trafford, was 
no more qualfied to play for Lancashire than members of the 
NoQnghamshire team engaged at Lord's were to play for 
Middlesex.  It seems odd that this issue was only brought to 
a head when objecPons to Crossland threatened county 
cricket. 

Despite Lancashire's claim that Crossland had never been 
'called' for throwing, Haygarth records an incident in 1884 at 
Mansfield, in which this did indeed happen, although the 
match was not first-class.  Crossland, however, complained 
that 'you people at Mansfield don't known [sic] the 
difference between throwing and bowling', and proceeded 
to demonstrate what he considered to be the difference.  
The 'throw' dispached the ball to the edge of the field, 
whereupon Crossland told the assembled company that they 
could decide amongst themselves who was to fetch it, and 
departed in a manner reminiscent of John Willes or Edgar 
Willsher. 

Crossland's case was part of a wider issue in first-class cricket 
at the Pme.  Although it was Crossland who was singled out 
for aZenPon, he was by no means alone in having his acPon 
quesPoned.  In 'Pavilion Gossip' the 24 August 1882 issue of 
Cricket reported that the pracPce was widespread, Crossland 
being merely the 'type' of a class of bowler whose acPons 
were quesPoned by some authoriPes, and that there were 
'many players, amateurs as well as professionals, who are 
notoriously under suspicion'.   
 

Cricket's focus on Crossland brought 'a hornet's nest' of 
protest, one correspondent accusing the writer of bias 
because he did not also cite 'Messrs Tuke and Evans in the 
same category'.  Charles Tuke was an amateur who played 
seven matches for Middlesex in 1882, without much success,  
His entry in Volume Fourteen of Scores and Biographies 
describes his acPon as having 'a whip from the wrist', which 
while not the same as a 'throw' could perhaps be construed 
as such and may even be indicaPve of the confusion that 
existed over exactly what consPtuted a throw.  Mr Evans is 
less easily idenPfied, but the most likely candidate would 
seem to be Alfred Evans, Oxford University captain in 1881 
and described by Haygarth as a very fast bowler, but I can 
find no evidence that there was any serious doubt about his 
acPon. 

That the throwing problem was not limited to Crossland was 
neatly illustrated in an incident involving the touring 
Australians in 1882, curiously enough in Sussex and involving 
William Blackman.  Wisden is silent on this issue in its report 
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